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With the implementation of the so-called "Hartz reforms" (in particular the 

introduction of unemployment benefit II to "basic security for job seekers"), the 

most comprehensive and far-reaching labor market reforms in the history of the 

Federal Republic of Germany have now become reality for almost three years 

and determine the lives of many people in Federal Republic. The state 

government of Brandenburg has made explicit and multiple commitments to this 

reform work. This implementation is to be accompanied actively and critically and 

the executing agency of this implementation (in particular the working groups 

formed in 2004/2005 - ARGEn - from municipalities and agencies for work in the 

individual regions of the country as well as the municipal sponsors of basic 

security according to SGB II in accordance with the experimentation clause in 

selected districts - ie the option municipalities) are to be supported. This changed 

social legislation, which is essentially subsumed under the term "Hartz IV" in the 

public consciousness, is associated with far-reaching effects on the living 

conditions, in particular of socially weaker population groups. The social reporting 

of the states and municipalities had to take this into account and record and 

present these changes. 
 
Adequate mapping of the effects of this reform package on certain parts of the 

population, the labor market and social statistics or social reporting requires or 

goes hand in hand with changes in the data landscape since 01/01/2005 (in 

particular changes in unemployment and social assistance statistics by “Hartz IV 

"and the corresponding legal regulations in SGB II) and is characterized by the 

introduction of completely new data and data series as the basis of new social 

indicators (in particular for basic security for jobseekers). As is already evident in 

ongoing social reporting (shown here using the example of the State of 

Brandenburg) shows or where new territory has to be entered in reporting on 

effects and changes based on new social legislation, this is what this IFAD edition 

is about. 
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